
 

 

This is the first edition of the Hands Together LUDLOW newsletter since the beginning of Lockdown. For 
the past few months the PULLING TOGETHER LUDLOW project has served this community well. Hands 
Together LUDLOW has been proud to be an integral part of that project and now assumes complete 
responsibility for the ongoing work. This newsletter is therefore primarily concerned with saying a big 
Thank You to all those who made PULLING TOGETHER LUDLOW possible, as we look to the future. 
 

Moving forward 
On Friday 24th July at 5.00pm the PULLING TOGETHER LUDLOW Call- 
Handling team stood down after 126 days (that’s 18 weeks), having 
answered 1,363 calls; a magnificent achievement! This means that all calls 
are now answered and actioned by Hands Together LUDLOW, mainly by 
Sarah Kellett (Administrator) or Pete Gray (Volunteer Coordinator), and 
occasionally a nominated Hands Together trustee. So far we're pleased to 
say the transition has been seamless. The call log developed by Pulling Together has provided context 
and guidance when dealing with regular callers, and we've been delighted to speak direct to some of the 
vulnerable people who we were supporting face to face before lockdown occurred.  

Our ambition is to maintain a central helpline managed by Hands Together LUDLOW for vulnerable 
people to use during and after the current crisis and with this in mind we will retain the current 
telephone number advertised on the Pulling Together postcards posted through letterboxes in the 
Spring. If you, or someone you know, needs help please call the helpline number: 01584 817250.   

So, Thank You to all the Pulling Together Call-Handlers for all their hard work, ideas and helpfulness. It is 
only right and fitting that they should all be named and acknowledged here: Di Lyle (team leader), 
Margaret Appleton, Malcolm Young, Ted Hennell, Denise Cooke, Judith Sharod, Robin Pote, David 
Chantler, David Maud, Nigel Roberts, Eliz-Anne Williams and Sally Davies. 

A huge Thank You to Di Lyle who has been the Call-Handler Team Leader for PULLING 

TOGETHER LUDLOW. Di took on the task with enthusiasm and great energy. Her 
organisational skills have been used to full potential, and she was continually looking to 
make improvements to the process of call handling; from improving the effectiveness of 
the process, to supporting the volunteers during their shifts and, very importantly, making 
sure the caller receives a supportive caring response and a positive outcome. 

While we are saying Thank You to so many, we must not forget Pete and Sarah, who worked tirelessly, 
well beyond their contracted hours with Hands Together, to make Pulling Together a success. 

But our biggest Thank You must go to all our loyal volunteers – too many to name here! 
We didn’t want to let this moment pass without acknowledging all that they have done, so 
greeting cards and bottles of AppleTeme juice have been sent to most of our volunteers 
to show our appreciation for all their efforts. Unfortunately there are some volunteers 
who we have not been able to contact because we don’t have their addresses. Many of 
these people have also ‘resigned’ from volunteering so we have no way of gaining 
access to them. If that’s you or you know of a ‘missing’ volunteer please contact Sarah 
Kellett in the Hands Together office, and we will deliver. 
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Not just a back-room boy! 
Meet Philip Adams, one of the PULLING TOGETHER LUDLOW team and our ‘recording 
angel’. Philip has been with Pulling Together since the start of lockdown in March. 
You will not have seen him working on the streets of Ludlow, but you will have 
been affected by his work. He has produced  22 Procedure Documents, which have 
been vital in covering everything from ensuring that volunteers understood and 
followed hygiene procedures, to asking about a dog that might need walking. 
These will be a considerable asset, especially if any ‘emergency’ activity arises in 

the future. His input to the group and his organisation has been invaluable. Thank You Philip. 

Philip has also documented the 47 Zoom meetings (yes, really!) that the Pulling Together Steering Group 
held since lockdown and kept everyone on track with all that needed to be done. Finally, and far more 
fun, he arranged for the collection of the AppleTeme juice gifts that have been distributed to volunteers.  

 

The value of befriending 
In a recent TOGETHERbulletin we said Thank You to Judith Sharod, the Care 
Coordinator at Portcullis Surgery, for all her hard work helping to set up and run 
the Pulling Together befriending service. Judith commented: “I know that our 
working relationship will carry on long into the future, as Hands Together and 
both GP Surgeries carry on working to support the local community."  As 
lockdown eases we were lucky enough to find time to thank Judith properly for 
all her hard work and start to think more about the possibility of harnessing the 
enthusiasm and energy of our volunteers with the expertise and experience of our local surgeries, so 
that our befriending response to the current pandemic can grow into a sustainable service for Ludlow 
lasting well beyond COVID-19.   

In an ideal world the befriending service would not be needed at all, and at Hands Together LUDLOW 
we've been heartened to hear from lot of isolated people who have been supported by neighbours they 
had never spoken with before.  We're hoping this improved community spirit remains and grows as 
lockdown eases. Sadly there are still many people who are lonely and isolated in Ludlow and the 
surrounding area who require additional help from outside family, friends or neighbours. We still have 
more befriending volunteers than people needing their support, but we anticipate needing more 
volunteers in the near future - some active befrienders are returning to work, and as we enter the 
Autumn, the darker evenings will reduce opportunities for chats across garden fences.   

 

How local is Ludlow? 
Our charity is called Hands Together LUDLOW and during the 
emergency caused by the COVID-19 pandemic PULLING 

TOGETHER LUDLOW came to the fore. In both titles ‘LUDLOW’ 
is prominent because we believe in local people doing things 
for other local people. But just how local is Ludlow? We have 
mapped the locations of Pulling Together volunteers and it is 
surprising just how widespread they were; coming from as 
far afield as Corvedale, the Clun valley, Clee Hill, and the area 
approaching Tenbury Wells. 

Hands Together will continue to assist all those who come to 
us for help, however they define their proximity to Ludlow. 
 

 
 

 



The Future 
Although this edition of TOGETHER is predominantly about looking back to the setting up and running of 
PULLING TOGETHER LUDLOW, at Hands Together LUDLOW we are looking at the delivery of new support 
and collaboration with partners. We will not only continue to deliver all the activities from Pulling 
Together for as long as they are needed but, at the appropriate time, we will bring back some of our 
previous support for people, such as Lunch Clubs and the Bereavement Cafe.   

We are also concerned about the longer term effects of the COVID-19 lockdown, including greater 
unemployment for all ages and the knock-on affects for mental health and wellbeing.  This is particularly 
difficult for young people who have left school without opportunities for employment or training. Hands 
Together LUDLOW will therefore be working in partnership with Young Shropshire in Work, a local 
Ludlow charity helping young people between 16-25 through a 1:1 mentoring programme to find work, 
training, work experience and volunteering opportunities. 

Our food delivery activities will continue; but our food ‘menu’ will be 
wider by giving additional opportunities for people to cook at home. 
We will deliver fresh produce plus a sample menu, but it’s early days 
and we are gauging local opinion to see if this may be of interest. 
We have not lost sight of the much loved lunch clubs and will re-
open these only when it is safe to do so.  

Things are going to get tough for some of our community due to the strain on both the public and 
private sector. So Hands Together LUDLOW, working in partnership with colleagues in the public sector as 
well as the voluntary and community sectors, will be key to providing targeted support at a very local 
level. Therefore, in the spirit of togetherness, we will be using this newsletter to promote other groups 
who are active in and around Ludlow. 
 

Coming soon …  

We have committed to producing TOGETHER newsletter every month, publishing at the beginning of 
each month. So look out for information and stories in future editions about activities delivered by 
Hands Together LUDLOW, as well as: 

 Feedback from the Pulling Together volunteer survey.  

 Identifying and showcasing a range of support offered by the voluntary and community sector in 
South Shropshire; aiming to feature a different local group or charity each month.  

 Rising unemployment; particularly as it affects families and young people.  

 Mental health; especially local support for young people.  

 Social Prescribing in the South West of the county.  

 Feedback from our Food survey. 
If you have anything that you would like to see featured please contact the Hands Together office. 
 
 

The primary aim of Hands Together LUDLOW is to provide aid for the vulnerable in and around Ludlow, recognising that 
existing charities and statutory agencies are increasingly under pressure themselves due to financial restraints. We work 
through three parallel streams of activity: networking with existing providers, coordinating volunteers, and establishing 
projects to meet longer term needs. Partnership working is foundational to the collaborative thinking behind all we do. 
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